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The continuing saga of twins David and Dennis Pischke who survived more than a decade of abuse

at the hands of their violently unstable stepfather.Within these pages lies the answer to the burning

question of what happened to the twins after they left the isolated farm where they grew up and why

at mid-life, they decided to speak publicly about their childhoods.The heartfelt and often humorous

story of two disadvantaged teenagers who matured into upstanding citizens, and in their quest for

redemption, fought against bitter memories and untrue allegationsâ€”even one of murder.
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I have read all of Karen Emilson's books and they are all outstanding, I love her writing! In this book

she brings us up to date on the Pishchke children but follows David and Dennis more closely. Both

of them led a successful life after the horrors of their childhood. I just wish they had had the

opportunity to really reach their potential, there is just no limit to what they could have achieved,they

were naturally gifted in art but their mother hid a letter to David giving him a full scholarship to art

school,imagine how that would have changed his life. I think the hard physical labor and the



physical abuse they suffered caused David's early death. Another life stolen by Domka and

Caroline! If you read nothing this year please read all of Ms Emilson's books and bring them to your

book clubs as they wonderful! To Dennis, I am glad you are in a good place in your life but I know

you miss your brothers terribly,my heart goes out to you.

I absolutely loved this book. Beautifully written. I love the way the story was told . I cried and

laughed. It touched my heart.

Wow, what a story. I'm glad I was able to find out what happened to all of those brave kids. They

touched me deeply.

Great read, To come thru what those boys went thru is truly inspirational, Sad in parts but they

survived Amazing

I read the prequel book and now this book. It was nice to read about the family's events after they

grew up.I became emotional during parts of the story because I could feel the pain and detachment

that David went through. Thank you to Karen Emilson for taking the time to listen to David Pischke!

This book details how horrific stereotypes and rumors can be to the lives of everyday people. This

book is sad, but it also proves that some people will overcome any obstacle and persevere in spite

of it all.

Good read. Especially if you are curious how the children's lives turned out after suffering so much

abuse. Recommend the reading of both books.

Its so sad that the world lets this kind of thing go untouched. These children were lucky they turned

out well Ã¢Â•Â¤
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